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Over 190,000 SME interviews have been 

conducted since the survey started in Q2 2011, 

across 47 waves of interviewing. Major changes 

were made to the questionnaire for Q1 2018 and 

again during 2020 as the pandemic hit.

The report and supporting data is made available 

to all interested parties as a basis for decision 

making and strategy setting. It is used by 

Government, the Bank of England, the banks, trade 

bodies and academics.

The SME Finance Monitor Q4 2022  
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This survey was commissioned to provide a robust and respected independent source of information over time on the 

demand for, and availability of, finance for SMEs in the UK.

Find out more at www.sme-finance-monitor.co.uk

The core study covers:

•Borrowing events in the past 12 months

•The appetite for new/renewed facilities

•The outcome of applications made

•Reasons for not borrowing

•Future plans, including demand for future finance

•Awareness of support and finance initiatives

http://www.sme-finance-monitor.co.uk/


We may have (mostly) moved on from Covid but there are plenty of other issues to keep SMEs awake at night

This pack updates the story with data to Q4 2022 (taking in the continuing war in Ukraine, inflation, increasing energy costs, 

the aftermath of the mini-budget and another new Prime Minister taking office) and is designed to explore:

• Business mood: How are SMEs feeling and what do they see as the key challenges moving forward?

• What the impact has been on growth and innovation

• How use of, and appetite for, finance is evolving, after the increase in funding during the pandemic

• Additional analysis is provided by size and the full pack includes analysis by sector and other demographics to build 

understanding of how different parts of the economy have been impacted 

This is a summary pack to highlight key themes from the SME Finance Monitor. There is an additional full chart pack 

that includes all the usual slides showing key metrics by size, sector and other key demographics were relevant. 

This presentation pack
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“SMEs remained in a more positive mood, with more making a 

profit and credit balances holding up. The impact of the pandemic 

is abating, especially on revenue, but new headwinds are impacting 

SMEs with increasing costs, the broader economic climate and staff 

shortages potentially reducing the opportunities ahead”



1a SME mood and resources
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6 in 10 were in a ‘good’ mood about their business, unchanged from Q4 2021, and increasing by size of 
SME. The mood was markedly better than the 25% in a ‘good’ mood when this was first asked in Q2 2020
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Mood about the business from Q2 2020

CV1 Base : All SMEs Q4 2022 4252  832/1471/1407/542
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59% 60%

74%
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0 emps 1-9 emps 10-49 emps 50-249 emps

Q4 20 Q4 21 Q4 22

Mood 7-10

Mood 7-8

Mood 5-6

Mood 0-4

Mood 9-10

Mood 7-10 25% 41% 54% 60%

The most positive sector in Q4 was Construction (71% 

and up from 62% in Q4 2021) compared to 48% in 

Hospitality and 49% in Wholesale/Retail (little 

changed from Q4 2021). Mood was slightly higher 

amongst PNBs (65% v 55% using finance) and those 

with plans to grow (66% v 56% with no such plans)

59% 60%



57%

46%
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45%

16%
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50%

37%
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68%
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50% 49% 49%

67%

57%
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51%
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54%

61%
64%

59%

Agric Mfg Constr Whle/Retail Hotel/Rest Trans Prop/Bus Serv Health Other Comm

Q4 20 (41%) Q4 21 (60%) Q4 22 (60%)

Construction saw a strong improvement in mood, as did Health, but there is no consistent pattern by 
sector. The Hospitality sector remained less likely to be in a good mood
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Sector summary: Mood 7-10

CV1 Base : All SMEs Q4 2022  221/507/674/556/283/400/885/239/487
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60%
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67%
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52%
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63%
61%

55%

65% 66%

56%

Export Import Both Domestic Use finance PNB Plan to grow No plans to grow

Q4 20 (41%) Q4 21 (60%) Q4 22 (60%)

Those with plans to grow remained much more likely to be in a good mood about their business, as 
were the PNBs. Import or export only SMEs were less likely to be in a good mood than previously
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Demographic summary: Mood 7-10

NEWcv1 all SMEs Q4 2022  179/408/383/3282  1973/1698  1888/2364



69% 70% 77% 80% 80% 82% 78% 82% 79% 65% 70% 73% 75% 73%

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22

The pandemic affected the proportion reporting a profit in 2021, with some improvement in 2022, if 
not yet back to pre-pandemic levels for the smallest SMEs
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95%

85%
79%

71%

All SMEs

50-249 emps 81%

10-49 emps 80%

1-9 emps 72%
0 emps 67%

Annual time series: % making a profit (excl DK)

Q115/84 All SMEs excl Dk Q4 2022  3283

Made a profit 2022 (73% overall):

• By size , 71% with 0 employees increasing by size to 95% with 50-249 employees

• By sector more likely in Prop/Business Services (79%) and Construction (77%), 

compared to 62% in Hospitality and 61% in Transport

The median profit made overall in 2022 

was £12k, up slightly from £9k in 2019. 

The median loss was £6k, also up from 

2019 (£2k).
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The proportion with £10,000 or more in credit balances declined somewhat during 2022 but remained 
above pre-pandemic levels, with fewer SMEs holding only limited balances of under £5000
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Annual time series: £10k or more of credit balances held over time

Q117 Base : All SMEs excl DK Q4 2022 1566  408/634/454/70

50-249 emps

10-49 emps

1-9 emps

0 emps

All SMEs

Holding £10k+ of credit balances 2022 (36% overall):

• By size, from 25 % 0 employee SMEs to 94% with 50-249 employees

• By sector those in Agriculture (43%) compared to 27% in the other 

Community sector, 29% in Health and 30-40% elsewhere

Since 2014, the proportion holding 

<£5k has declined from 63% to 45% of 

SMEs overall. Just over half of those 

with 0 employees or in the Health/ 

Other Community sectors hold <£5k



1b Current challenges
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52% of SMEs in Q4 2022 thought the current trading conditions were having a negative impact on 
their business and this was slightly more likely to be the case for smaller SMEs
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Impact of current trading conditions on the business from Q1 2022

CV3 Base : All SMEs Q4 2022 4252  832/1471/1407/542

13% 9% 8% 11%

38%
40% 40%

41%

35% 39% 40%
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48%
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49%

38%

0 emps 1-9 emps 10-49 emps 50-249 emps

Q2 22 Q4 22

Negative impact

Positive

Negative

Very negative

Very positive

Net impact -36 -37 -38

By sector, those in Wholesale/Retail, Hospitality and 

Transport (63-65%) were more likely to report a 

negative impact in Q4 2022, as were those with an 

element of importing to their business (69-71%) and 

those using external finance (63%)

-42

No impact



27% 30%
19%

13% 10%

26%

9%

31% 28%

35%
36%

34%
36% 42%

34%

34%

38%
35%

38%
35%

47% 51% 47%
40%

57%

31%
36%

All 0 emps 1-9 emps 10-49 emps 50-249 emps Export only Import only International Domestic

In Q4 2022, 4 in 10 SMEs had already been ‘significantly impacted’ by increasing costs, increasing to half 
of those with employees. Larger and import-only SMEs are the most likely to report any impact to date
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Any impact of increasing costs: Q4 2022

CV3b All SMEs Q4 2022  4252  832/1471/1407/542    179/408/383/3282

Not really 

impacted

Significant 

impact

Somewhat 

impacted

Significant impact of increased costs (38% of all SMEs):

• By size: 35% with 0 employees to half of those with employees

• By sector: more of an issue those in Hospitality (60%) and Agriculture (62%)



34% 40% 42% 43% 38%

Q4 21 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22

Half of SMEs with employees reported being significantly impacted by increased costs in Q4 2022
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All significantly impacted by increasing costs – over time

Q93 all SMEs Q4 2022  4252   832/1471/1407/542

A broadly stable 4 in 10 SMEs have been significantly impacted by increased costs in 2022, 

increasing to half of those with employees . Other SMEs to have been significantly impacted in Q4 

2022 include those in Hospitality (60%) and Agriculture (62%), as well as Import only SMEs 

957%)those using external finance (49%)

All SMEs

47%

51%
47%

35%

50-249 emps 25%

10-49 emps 42%

1-9 emps 37%

0 emps 33%



Just over half of SMEs had been, or expected to be, impacted. Around 1 in 7 felt they wouldn’t be able 
to pass on the increase as they would want, notably those in Agriculture and Hospitality
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40% had already been 

significantly impacted by 

increasing costs

39% rated increasing 

costs as an 8-10 barrier to 

their business

54% of all SMEs in H2 2022 

reporting a significant impact/ 

barrier (unchanged from H1, 

up from 46% in Q4 2021)

Across all SMEs (whether impacted or not):

• 28% expected to pass on all or most of the 

increases to their customers (29% Q4 21)

• 20% would pass on some of them (18% Q4 21)

• 15% would like to pass on the increase but 

don’t feel that they can (12% Q4 21)

• 11% can manage without passing them on (9% 

Q4 21)

In both H1 and H2 2022, 15% of all SMEs wanted 

to pass on cost increases to customers but didn’t 

feel they could (12% Q4 2021)

In H2 2022 this was more likely to be the case for:

• Those with 1-9 emps (17%)

• This in Agriculture (20%) or Hospitality (22%)

• Export only SMEs (19%)



22% 26%
33% 34% 35% 32% 29%

35%

76% 72%
64% 62% 62% 66% 69%

64%

1% 2% 4% 3% 2% 2% 1% 1%

Q1 21 Q2 21 Q3 21 Q4 21 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22

By the end of 2021, 1 in 3 SMEs felt there had been a negative impact from the new EU trading 
arrangements, with limited change in 2022. The majority reported no impact
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Time series: Impact of the new trading arrangements with the EU

Q84c all SMEs excluding DK  4096/4158/3817/4021/4171/4063/4041/4050

Positive

No effect

Negative

Negatively impacted by EU trading arrangements in 2022 (35% of all SMEs):

• By size: More of an issue for those with 10-40 employees (44%)

• By sector: more of an issue for those in Wholesale/Retail (47%) and Manufacturing (44%)

• More of an issue for those that were fully international SMEs (77%)



69% 36% 24% 12%

Supply chain issues Paperwork/regulation Customers Staff

Supply chain issues remained most mentioned overall, although for the largest SMEs paperwork was as 
likely to be an issue and they were also more likely to mention issues around staff
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Main issues for those very negatively impacted H2 2022

Q84d all SMEs very negatively affected by leaving EU H2 22  569   121/234/179/35*

The key issue overall was an increase in the price of goods and materials, cited by 48% of those very 

negatively affected, followed by increasing costs/delays when importing/exporting (40%) and scarcity 

of materials (33%).

Compared to H2 2021, there have been more mentions of issues with paperwork in 2022, but 

somewhat lower in H2 (36%) than in H1 (48%) compared to 27% in H2 2021

All SMEsAll SMEs

50-249 emps
10-49 emps

1-9 emps

0 emps



7% 7% 7% 7%

17% 18%
14%

8%

26%
22%

41%
46%

All SMEs 1-9 emps 10-49 emps 50-249 emps

Redundancies Recruitment freeze Struggle to hire

While few had made, or planned, redundancies, 1 in 6 employers had a recruitment freeze while 1 in 4 
were struggling to find the staff they need, increasing to almost half of the largest SMEs
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Staff resources – employers H2 2022

QCV3a/84 all SMEs with employees  H2 2022  6819  2934/2766/1119 

7% of employers either have or plan to make staff redundant, with little change by size of SME. Smaller SMEs are 

more likely to report a recruitment freeze, while almost half of the largest SMEs, and 1 in 4 overall, are struggling 

to find the staff they need. Other SMEs more likely to be struggling to recruit included Health (32%) and those 

planning to grow (31%)



The negative impact of the pandemic has continued to wane overall but these other economic factors 
contributed to a slight decline in 2022 in those expecting a higher income than pre-pandemic
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Likely turnover in next few months compared to same time last year / pre-pandemic from Q2 2020

CV4 Base : All SMEs excluding DK 3897  752/1337/1302/506

23%

8% 4% 4% 2% 1%

37%

23%

15%
10%

7% 9%

26%

37%

26%

23%
27%

30%

12%

24%

37%
45% 47%

45%

3%
8%

19% 18% 17% 15%

Q2 20 Q4 20 Q2 21 Q4 21 Q2 22 Q4 22

No revenue

<50% lower

50%+

Higher

Stable

8%
10% 10% 9%

17%
19%

23% 22%

14%
16%

22%

16%

0 emps 1-9 emps 10-49 emps 50-249 emps

Q4 20 Q4 21 Q4 22

Higher income

Those most likely to be expecting increased revenue in Q4 2022 

were Agriculture (22%) and the Other Community sector (23%), 

compared to 1 in 10 in the Hospitality, Construction and 

Transport sectors. 26% of fully international SMEs and 24% of 

those planning to grow expected higher revenuesNone/>50% 60% 31% 19% 14% 9% 10%



1c Future barriers
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For SMEs in Q4 2022, increasing costs and the economic climate remained the key future barriers, with 
more mentions of political uncertainty and the value of sterling than in Q2, as the impact of the pandemic 
waned
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Q4 2022: All rated 8-10 ‘major barrier’ to business

Q93 all SMEs Q4  2022  4252  832/1471/1407/542

The proportion of SMEs seeing the impact of the pandemic as a major barrier to their business has fallen 

again (68% in Q2 2020 to 12% in Q4 2022), with increasing costs (34% in Q4 2021 to 41% in Q4 2022) and the 

economic climate (21% in Q4 2021 to 35% in Q4 2022) now more of a barrier. Concerns about political 

uncertainty increased in Q4 while concerns about staff remain higher than previously seen

All SMEs
41% 35% 27% 18% 17% 16% 12% 11% 10% 6%

Increasing costs Economic climate Political

uncertainty

Legislation etc Supply chain

issues

Change in value

of sterling

Impact of

pandemic

Cash flow/late

pyt

Recruit/retain

staff

Access to finance



41% 40%
43% 43% 42%

35% 35% 36%

29%
24%

27% 27% 25%

19%
16%

All SMEs 0 emps 1-9 emps 10-49 emps 50-249 emps

Increasing costs Economic climate Political uncertainty

Increasing costs was seen as a major barrier by all sizes of SME. The economic climate and political 
uncertainty were more likely to be seen as a barrier by smaller SMEs
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Main barriers – Q4 2022

Q93 score 8-10 all SMEs Q4 2022 4252  832/1471/1407/542

• Increasing costs is a key barrier for all SMEs, but notably those in Hospitality (63%) and Transport (55%) and 

import-only SMEs (57%)  

• The economic climate is also having more of an impact those in Hospitality (48%) and Import-only SMEs (58%)

• Political uncertainty is mentioned more by Transport (34%) and import-only SMEs (42%)



45% 46%
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48%
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41%

48%

36%
33%

29%

39%

31%

24% 25% 26%
28%

34%

25%

17%

30%

Agric Mfg Constr W/Ret H/Rest Trans Prop/BS Health Other Com

Increasing costs (41%) Economic climate (35%) Political uncertainty (27%)

Increasing costs and the economic climate were seen as significant barriers for the Hospitality sector. The 
Health sector was somewhat less likely to see these as barriers
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The Hospitality and Transport sectors are the most likely to see increasing costs as a barrier, 

around twice the level seen in Property/Business Services. Hospitality, along with 

Wholesale/Retail are the most likely to be concerned about the economic climate. The 

Transport sector is also more likely to see political uncertainty as a barrier

Sector summary: Main barrier Q4 2022

Q93 Base : All SMEs Q4 2022  221/507/674/556/283/400/885/239/487



Import only SMEs were more likely to see each of these as barriers, with Export only SMEs and those using 
external finance also more likely to see the economic climate as a barrier. PNBs were less likely to see 
these as barriers
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Almost 6 in 10 Import only SMEs saw increasing costs and the economic climate as major future 

barriers, and 4 in 10 were concerned about political uncertainty. Export only SMEs were also 

concerned about the economic climate. Those using finance were more concerned  than their PNB 

peers but there was little difference by plans to grow

Demographic summary Q4 2022: Main barriers

Q115/84/91 Base : All SMEs Q4 2022  179/408/383/3282   1973/1698  1888/2364
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57%

34%
40%

50%

32%

41% 40%

48%

58%

34% 33%

46%

26%

36% 35%

28%

42%
36%

25%
31%

23%
28% 26%

Export Import Both Domestic Use finance PNB Plan to grow No plans to

grow

Increasing costs (41%) Economic climate (35%) Political uncertainty (27%)



21% 30% 35%

Q4 21 Q2 22 Q4 22

Concern about the economic climate has built steadily since Q4 2021, while concern about increased costs 
stabilised in 2022 but remained the top barrier
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Recent time series: 8-10 major barriers– by size of SME

Q93 Base :  All SMEs Q4 2022 4252

All SMEs

• Concern about increased costs (a new barrier in Q4 2021) increased to 40% in Q2 2022, with little 

change in Q4 2022, and it remained the top barrier for all sizes of SME.

• Levels of concern about the economic climate increased again in 2022, at a faster rate than for 

increasing costs, up 14 percentage points from Q4 2021

• In both instances those with 50-249 employees were initially less concerned than their peers but by Q4 

2022 there was little to choose between them

Current economic climate Increased costs

50-249 emps

10-49 emps
1-9 emps

0 emps

36%
35%

24%
22%
24%

20%

14%

39%
36%

26%

29%

43%
43%

42%
40%

33%

34% 40% 41%

Q4 21 Q2 22 Q4 22



6% 7% 8% 7% 10% 9% 13% 12% 10%

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22

From 2016 to 2020 a minority of SMEs saw staff issues as a major barrier. The proportion started to 
increase in 2021 to 21% of SME employers in 2022
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Annual time series: % issues recruiting and retaining staff 8-10 barrier

Q93 Base : All SMEs Q4 2022 4252

50-249 emps 11%
10-49 emps 12%

1-9 emps 10%

0 emps 5%

All SMEs

19%

28%

17%

8%

Amongst those already employing 

staff:

• 11% rated this an issue in 2020

• 18% in 2021

• 21% in 2022

Amongst those with staff from 

overseas:

• 17% rated this an issue in 2020

• 25% in 2021

• 30% in 2022

Amongst employers looking to take 

on staff in the year ahead 

• 17% rated this an issue in 2020

• 27% in 2021

• 25% in 2022

Staff issues 2022 (21% of employers):

• By size: 30% with 10-49 employees and 19-22% for other employers

• By sector: more of an issue for employers in Health (29%) and Construction (26%)



Over half of larger SME employers were either already struggling to recruit and/or to see it as a major 
future barrier, and it was also slightly more of an issue for SME employers with plans to grow 
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1 in 3 SMEs employers was already struggling to recruit and/or saw staff recruitment 

and retention as a major barrier in future, increase to half or more of those with 10-249 

employees. It was an issue for 4 in 10 employers in Construction and Health, compared 

to 27% in Agriculture and Wholesale/Retail

Size summary H2 2022: Any recruitment impact on employers (already struggling / 8-10 future barrier)

Q93 Base : All SME employers H2 2022 6819

33%
30%

50%

57%

31%
37%

30%
33%

38%

30%

All SME

employers

1-9 emps 10-49

emps

50-249

emps

Export Import Both Domestic Plan to

grow

No plans

to grow



After a steady increase in the proportion expecting the future to offer opportunities rather than threats 
to Q4 2021, SMEs in 2022 (especially the smaller ones) were a little less sure what the future held
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Does the future offer opportunities or threats – from Q3 2020

CV7 Base : All SMEs Q4 2022  4252

25%
17% 18% 16% 16%

50%

50% 46% 53% 57%

14%

18% 20%
19%

17%

10% 14% 16% 12% 10%

Q4 20 Q2 21 Q4 21 Q2 22 Q4 22

24% 25% 26% 23%

36% 33% 32% 36%
26% 29% 31%

51%

0 emps 1-9 emps 10-49 emps 50-249 emps

Q4 20 Q4 21 Q4 22

Offers opportunities 7+Offers opp. 7+ 24% 32%

7-8

5-6

Only offers threats 1-4

Offers opportunities 9-10

36% 31%

Larger SMEs have become more likely to see future 

opportunities. Those in Health were most likely to see 

opportunities (38% v 19% in Construction) but at lower 

levels than in Q4 2021. Those planning to grow were also 

more likely to see opportunities (33% and 23% with no 

plans) but this was also lower than 12 months ago 

27%
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“A quarter of SMEs reported having grown, an improvement on 

2021, but still below pre-pandemic levels. Attitudinally, the 

proportion of ‘Ambitious risk takers’ has not been affected over 

recent years and more SMEs continued to report innovation than 

pre-pandemic. Growth aspirations, at 40%, were somewhat lower 

than in 2021, and also pre-pandemic ”



2a Past growth and innovation
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The proportion reporting a decline rather than growth was lower than the peak seen in the pandemic. 
The 0 employee SMEs remained more likely to have declined than grown, driving the overall position
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Annual time series: Performance in previous 12 months

Q81 all SMEs excl Starts and DK Q4 2022 3968

Grown

Stayed same

Declined 

A significant minority of SMEs reported an impact on their growth in the previous 12 months. In Q4 2022, 33% 

had declined, an improvement on 56% for 2021 as a whole, but still well above pre-pandemic levels.  Also in Q4 

2022, more 0 employee SMEs had declined (35%) than grown (26%), while those with employees were more likely 

to have grown than declined, notably those with 10-49 employees (42% grown v 19% declined)

21% 19%
14% 12% 10% 11%

17% 19%

37%

56%
45%

36% 36% 33%

42%
41%

44% 51%
50% 47%

44% 44%

35%

27%

31%

35% 38%
39%

37% 40% 42%
39%

40% 42% 39% 37%
27%

18%
24%

29% 26% 28%

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22



In 2021, 18% of SMEs reported having grown in the previous 12 months. There was a steady increase to 
29% in Q2 2022, led by those with 10-49 employees, but with no further change since
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Annual time series: % reporting growth in previous 12 months

Q81 all SMEs excl Starts and DK Q4 2022 3968  754/1346/1339/529

23%

42%

32%

26%

50-249 emps

10-49 emps

1-9 emps

0 emps

All SMEs

54%

48%

42%

35%

28% of SMEs in Q4 2022 reported having grown, up from18% of SMEs in 2021 as a whole, and more in line with 

the 27% that grew in 2020. This remains well below the more usual 4 in 10 that had grown pre-pandemic. All 

sectors have been affected, but there are signs of recovery for those worst affected (Hospitality 8% to 24% in 

2022) and Transport (14% to 27%)

37% 40% 42% 39% 40% 42% 39% 37% 27% 18% 24% 29% 26% 28%

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22



37%
35% 34%

41% 40%

35%
37%

47%

36%

26%

33%

23%

33%

21% 21%

30%
33%

28%

23%
21%

16%
20%

8%

14%

21%
19%

16%

24%

29%

23%

29%

24%
27%

29%

24%
28%

Agric Mfg Constr Whle/Retail Hotel/Rest Trans Prop/Bus Serv Health Other Comm

2019 (37%) 2020 (27%) 2021 (18%) 2022 (27%)

SMEs in Agriculture were no more likely to report having grown in 2022 than in 2021, but other sectors 
had seen an increase, notably Hospitality and Transport, albeit none are back to 2019 levels
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Sector summary: Have grown– over time  

Q81 all SMEs 2022 excl DK  826/2116/2528/1975/933/1395/3262/948/1811

All sectors were affected by the pandemic, with typically 1 in 5 in 2021 reporting having grown. There 

has been a more marked recovery in 2022 for the worst affected sectors of Hospitality and Transport.



55% 54% 54% 55% 57% 56%
60%

52%
55% 53%

13%
16% 17%

14% 16% 15% 16% 16% 18% 19%

38% 37% 37% 36% 34% 33% 35%
42% 41%

40%

12% 11% 10% 11%
15% 17%

14%

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

In 2022, levels of innovation were maintained at the higher level seen since 2020, levels of planning 
were back in line with pre-pandemic, while use of mentors showed no further increase
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Annual time series:  Business management

Q84 Base :  All SMEs 2022  17,502

International

Plan

Innovate

Mentors

Innovation 2012 2019 2020 2021 2022

New product 17% 15% 17% 20% 19%

Impr. process 35% 30% 38% 38% 35%

Any

innovation

All 0  

emps

1-9 

emps

10-49 

emps

50-249 

emps

2012 40% 36% 49% 60% 70%

2019 35% 31% 43% 51% 50%

2020 42% 39% 50% 60% 63%

2021 41% 38% 47% 60% 64%

2022 40% 36% 49% 59% 71%

Those in Construction remained the least likely to have 

innovated (29%, followed by Transport (34%) and Agriculture 

(37%), with little to choose between other sectors (40-46%). 

Those in Manufacturing remained the most likely to trade 

internationally (34% from 24% in 2019), followed by 

Wholesale/Retail (a stable 30%). Hospitality remained the least 

likely to trade internationally (5%)



2b Future growth and innovation
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22%

21%

18%

17%

9%

6%

Take on  staff

Reduce carbon footprint

Invest in plant/mach/prem

Develop new product/service

Other major expenditure

Sell (more) overseas

48% of SMEs were planning some activity related to growth, down from 57% in H2 2021, as fewer smaller 
SMEs planned to reduce their carbon footprint
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How will achieve growth – 2022

Q90 all SMEs 2022 17,002

2022 0  

emps

1-9 

emps

10-49 

emps

50-249 

emps

Staff 17% 34% 52% 59%

C’bon fprint 19% 25% 36% 39%

New P/Mach 16% 23% 31% 28%

New prod/Serv 17% 19% 21% 22%

2022 Plan to 

Grow

No plan

Staff 39% 9%

C’bon fprint 28% 16%

New P/Mach 28% 10%

New prod/Serv 29% 9%

50-249 emps 78%

10-49 emps 72%

1-9 emps 58%

0 emps 44%

All SMEs 48%

Plan to grow 70%

No plan 33%



Just under half of all SMEs had been innovative and/or planned to launch a new product or service and 
28% had either launched, or planned to launch a new product or service. Larger or fully international SMEs 
and those with plans to grow were more likely to have been innovative in some way 
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Size and demographic summary 2022: Innovation, past and future

Q84/90 Base : All SMEs 2022  17,002  Been innovative at Q84 (new product/service or improving business) / Planned to launch a new product or service at Q90

42%

53%

63%

71%

64% 65%
70%

40%

50%

40%

61%

34%

26%
31%

36%

43%
46% 44%

57%

23%

32%

23%

40%

19%

0 emps 1-9 emps 10-49

emps

50-249

emps

Export Import Both Domestic Use

finance

PNB Plan to

grow

No plans

to grow

Any innovation (45%)

Any product/service launch (28%)

7 in 10 of the largest SMEs and those both importing and exporting had undertaken or planned some 

innovative activity, with the fully international SMEs more likely to have launched/be launching a new 

product or service. Product/Service launches were less common amongst domestic SMEs, those with no 

plans to grow, those in Construction and Agriculture and those trading for more than 15 years



47% 45% 43% 45% 49% 52% 37% 46% 45% 41% 42% 40%

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22

After an increase to 46% for 2021, the proportion planning to grow declined to 41% in Q2 2022. Since then, 
SMEs with employees have become somewhat less likely to be planning to grow
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Annual time series: % predicting growth in next 12 months

Q91 all SMEs Q4 2022 4252

50-249 emps

10-49 emps

1-9 emps

0 emps

All SMEs

2020 was a difficult year for growth aspirations, with 37% planning to grow, the lowest seen on SMEFM to date. 

Aspirations started to improve at the end of 2020 and in to 2021, to 46% for the year as a whole, but declining 

again across all size bands since. Since Q2 2022, 4 in 10 have been planning to grow, with a slight decline in 

ambition amongst those with employees

48%

54%

46%

38%

67%

59%

54%

46%



24%

29%

23%

29%

24%
27%

29%

24%
28%

30%

41%

34%

44%
40% 39%

48%
45% 45%

Agric Mfg Constr Whle/Retail Hotel/Rest Trans Prop/Bus Serv Health Other Comm

Grown (27%) Plan to grow (42%)

In 2022, all sectors were more likely to be planning to grow than to have grown, although with limited 
difference for Agriculture. Those in Property/Business services were the most ambitious 
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Sector summary: Grown and plan to grow 2022

Q91 all SMEs 2022 869/2224/2724/2158/1049/1485/3506/1029/1958



31%
29%

37%

26%
30%

26%

51%
54%

60%

39%

49%

36%

Export Import Both Domestic Use finance PNB

Grown (27%) Plan to grow (42%)

Fully international SMEs were the most likely to be growing and to plan to grow, PNBs the least likely
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Demographic summary: Grown and plan to grow 2022

Q91 all SMEs 2022 785/1720/1767/12,730   7816/6968



24% 26% 14% 11% 17%

34% 35%

19%
15%

23%

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Pre-pandemic 1 in 4 of all SMEs (excluding Starts) had both grown and planned to do so again in the 
coming year. By 2021 this had fallen to 1 in 10, but with some recovery in 2022
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Annual time series: % that have both grown and predict will grow again in next 12 months (excluding Starts)

Q81/91 all SMEs 2022 excluding Starts  and no answers 15,087

All SMEs

Pre-pandemic a quarter of all SMEs, and 1 in 3 with employees had both grown in the past 12 months and was 

expecting to grow in the coming year. The impact of the pandemic on growth saw that proportion reduce to 

10% of all SMEs and 14% of employers in 2021, but there are some signs of improvement in 2022.

Around half of all those planning to grow in 2022 had not grown in the previous year.

All employers



1.SME sentiment and context
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3.Use of external finance

4.Appetite for finance

2.Growth and innovation
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“SMEs were somewhat less likely to be using external finance in 

2022 with nearly half meeting the definition of a Permanent non-

borrower.  Those now using more finance than they had pre-

pandemic were more likely to be concerned about the amount of 

debt they had in total and their ability to repay it, which impacted 

on their plans for the business. Whilst SMEs remained cautious, 

fewer thought it would be difficult for them to get funding if they 

wanted it, albeit most had been a Happy non-seeker of finance”



3a The impact of the pandemic on funding
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21% 21% 21% 16% 16% 14% 14% 13%

Q1 21 Q2 21 Q3 21 Q4 21 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22

By Q4 2022, 1 in 8 SMEs reported using more finance than pre-pandemic, increasing to 1 in 4 of those 
with 10-49 employees
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Using more external finance than pre-pandemic – all SMEs over time

Q14bv2 All SMEs Q4 2022 4252

In H2 2021, 6% of SMEs were borrowing when they hadn’t been pre-pandemic and 5% had taken 

on extra borrowing, down from 11% and 7% in H2 2021 respectively. The decline was seen across 

all sizes of SME, but those with 10-49 employees remained the most likely to be using extra finance

All SMEs

17%

23%

18%

12%

50-249 emps 28%

10-49 emps 36%

1-9 emps 32%

0 emps 17%



14%

Q14b All SMEs H2 2022  8502  1683/2934/2766/1119

Almost half of those using more finance in H2 2022 had not been borrowing pre-pandemic, 
and this was more likely to be the case for smaller SMEs 
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Change in use of external finance – all SMEs H2 2022

3% 3% 4% 5%
9%5% 4%

8%
13% 5%6% 6%

7%

6%

2%

All 0 emps 1-9 emp 10-49 emps 50-249 emps

12% 19%

1 in 7 of all SMEs, and half of all users of finance, are making more use of finance than they were pre-pandemic. 

Those making more use of finance than before included those with 10-49 employees, the pandemic impacted 

sector of Transport (18%), SMEs trading internationally (16-19%) and those with plans to grow (17% v 12% with no 

such plans). 35% of all SMEs in H2 2022 were borrowing more than £25,000, increasing by size of SME (8 in 10 of 

those with 10+ employees) and 6 in 10 of those with extra borrowing compared to pre-pandemic

23% 16%

Taken on extra finance

Same facilities used more

Started borrowing



9% 9% 7% 8% 6% 7% 7%

19% 20%

17% 18%
16%

19% 20%

29%

35%

30% 30%

26% 27%
29%

Q2 21 Q3 21 Q4 21 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22

The proportion of SMEs worried about their ability to repay existing finance stabilised overall in 2022, 
but initial improvements amongst users of (more) finance were not sustained to Q4 2022
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Repayment concerns (overall) – all SMEs over time

Q14bv2 All SMEs Q4 2022 4252

Levels of concern about repayment declined slightly to Q2 2022 and in H2 2022 the  equivalent of 7% of all SMEs 

expressed concern about being able to repay borrowing that they had increasing to 3 in 10 of those using more 

finance than pre-pandemic. By sector this ranged from 5% in Property/Business Services to 11% in Agriculture. 

Concern was slightly higher amongst those with an element of importing to their business (11%)

All using finance

All SMEs

All new/increased 

borrowing



49%

44%

36%

29%

23%

28%

How much can grow business

More cautious about other aspects of

business

Cautious about investing in business

Cautious about recruitment/ staff

development

Cautious about innovation/new

markets

Has not impacted

H2 2022

Three quarters of those with repayment concerns (the equivalent of 5% of all SMEs) said these 
concerns had made them more cautious about their wider business, notably growing and investing

51NEW  Qbb6 all SMEs with repayment concerns H2 2022

The top 2 concerns overall were the top 2 

concerns for both larger and smaller SMEs.

Wider impact on business of repayment concerns– H2 2022

Larger SMEs were slightly more likely to be 

concerned about the impact on 

recruitment (37%) and  innovation (31%)

There was no difference in terms of the 

proportion “not impacted” (28% 0-9 emps 

v 30% 10-249 emps)



A minority of SMEs with repayment concerns had spoken, or had plans to speak, to their lender. Of 
those who have had a discussion, most have agreed a repayment plan

52

7% of all SMEs in 

H2 22 expressed 

repayment 

concerns

17% of them had 

already spoken to 

their lender 

17% plan to speak to 

their lender, while 

65% have no plans to 

speak to anyone

16% of concerned new borrowers 

have already spoken, compared 

12% of others borrowing more

55% of those who have spoken to their lender 

have agreed or are agreeing a repayment plan. 

17% have not had discussions yet. 

9% said no help could be offered while 8%

rejected the repayment offer  made

6 in 10 of those who have spoken to their lender 

were satisfied with their response

There is little difference by size of SME in terms of 

speaking to a lender, but smaller SMEs were 

slightly more likely to have agreed a plan



3b Business and personal finance
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44% 41% 37% 37% 37% 38% 36% 45% 37% 43% 40% 38% 33% 34%

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22

Overall use of finance was 34% in Q4 2022. There was a decline in use during 2022, notably for smaller 
SMEs
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Annual time series: Currently using any external finance

Q15 all SMEs Q4 2022  4252

50-249 emps

10-49 emps

1-9 emps

0 emps

All SMEs

After a period of overall stability, use of external finance increased in 2019 to 45%, dropping to 37% for 2021 as a whole. 

Use of finance increased again to 43% in 2021, but this was not maintained subsequently and in Q4 2022, 34% of SMEs 

were using finance. In 2022, use of finance was higher amongst those in the Manufacturing and Other Community sectors.

39%

58%

44%

30%

74%

70%

58%

38%



25%

26%

16%

27%

Using any facility

With an overdraft

With a loan

With another form of finance

While few SMEs use a personal account for their business banking, a quarter of those using any 
finance have a facility in a personal name (typically the 0 employee SMEs)

55Q15/24 2022 17,002

9% of SMEs used a personal account for 

their business banking, a steady decline 

from 16% in 2017. 0 employee SMEs make 

up 95% of this group

Finance in personal name – 2022

25% of SMEs using finance had a facility in a 

personal name (up from 16% in 2021), around 

half of whom said they had facilities in both a 

personal and a business name. Most of these 

facilities (84%) were held by 0 employee SMEs

Those with a business bank account have typically 

been more likely to be using finance than those 

with a personal account (46% v 38% in 2019) but 

that gap has narrowed in 2021 (37% v 33%)



Since 2020 there have been more injections of personal funds, reaching 4 in 10 in Q1 2022. Since then the 
proportion has declined slightly, with fewer SMEs feeling they had to put in funds
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Time series:  Injections of personal funds in previous 12 months

Q15d2 Base : All respondents Q4 2022 4252

Any injection

of funds

Felt had to

inject funds

Chose to

inject funds
17% 19%

14%

14%
17% 16% 16%

13% 13%

11%
13%

11%

14%
13%

25%
20%

15%

13%
11%

13% 13%
11%

19%

26% 26%
22%

20% 19%

43%

38%

29%
27% 28% 29% 29%

24%

32%

37%
39%

33% 34%
32%

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22

Injections of personal funds 2022 (34% overall):

• By size , 37% with 0 employees (up from a quarter in 2019) and 28% with 1-9 employees, decreasing by size 

to 5% with 50-249 employees 

• By sector less likely in Property/Business Services (31%) and Construction (32%), with little difference 

elsewhere (36-38%)



44% 41% 37% 37% 37% 38% 36% 45% 37% 43% 40% 38% 33% 34%

34%
40%

43%
47% 47% 47% 48%

42% 41% 39%
45% 46%

51% 51%

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22

There have typically been more PNBs than users of external finance and, post pandemic, this was once 
again the position in 2022
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Annual time series: Currently using external finance and Permanent non-borrowers

Q15 all SMEs Q4 2022 4252

The ‘Permanent non-borrowers’ are not using external finance and show no inclination to do so. Typically there have been 

more PNBs than users of finance, and this is once again true post pandemic, both overall and for the smallest and largest 

SMEs and those in Property/Business Services or Health

Permanent non-

borrowers

SMEs using 

external finance



74%

7%

18%

All

5% of all SMEs were still repaying Government backed funding, but had not mentioned using  any
external finance at the usual question (Q15)
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Pandemic funding: H2 2022

NQBB1 All SMEs H2 2022  8502   Other = unsuccessful with appln / dd not get response / thought about but decided not to

Did not apply

Received 

funding

Other

Nearly 1 in 5 of those with a facility had 

already repaid it, leaving 13% of all SMEs 

repaying Government backed funding

In H2 2022, the equivalent of 5% of all SMEs had not

mentioned using any external finance at the earlier 

‘use of finance’ question (Q15), despite being in the 

process of repaying a Government facility and this 

has become more of an issue in recent quarters



43% 40% 40% 38% 33% 34% 47% 43% 45% 41% 38% 39%

39%
44% 45% 46%

51% 51%

37%
42% 43% 44%

48% 48%

Q3 21 Q4 21 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22 Q3 21 Q4 21 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22

Adjusting for pandemic funding would mean that use of finance was slightly higher for 2022 overall (+4 
pts) and PNBs slightly lower (-2 pts), but the trend remains the same. These new definitions have not
been used elsewhere in this pack
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Recent time series: Currently using external finance and Permanent non-borrowers

Q15/disgeg/ allfin2  all SMEs

Permanent non-

borrowers

SMEs using 

external finance

Original definitions Revised definitions

Across 2022 as a whole, making this adjustment increases the proportion using finance to 40% from 36%, and reduces the 

PNBs from 48% to 46%. The final 2 point adjustment is for those who neither use finance nor meet the definition of a PNB, 

down 2 points to 14%. These adjustments were seen fairly evenly across demographics, but were less likely to impact Starts.

If all those being added to external finance used a loan, this would increase usage to 17%, back in line with 2021 



3c Attitudes to finance
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42% 45% 43% 34% 32% 29% 33% 36% 31% 30% 32% 31%

H2 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22

The proportion happy to borrow to grow was stable during 2022, but somewhat lower than seen 
during 2021
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Annual time series: Happy to borrow to grow

Q96 Base All SMEs Q4 2022 4252

50-249 emps

10-49 emps

1-9 emps

0 emps

All SMEs

45%
45%

36%

29%

57%

56%

49%

39%

The proportion of SMEs happy to borrow to grow improved during 2020 with little change in 2021 

(36%) but was lower again in 2022 (31% for the year). The happiest to borrow to grow in 2022 were 

those in Agriculture (36%), compared to 29% in Construction and Transport and 30-34% elsewhere, 

along with those planning to grow (41% v 23% with no such plans) and those using external finance 

(42% v 25% of those not using finance)



In 2022, the larger the SME the more willing they were to borrow to grow or to be an “Ambitious risk 
taker” and the less likely to think it would be difficult to get finance, or be worried about debt
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Size summary 2022: Key attitudes to finance

Q115/84/91 Base : All SMEs 2022   17,002

31%
28%

38%

47% 48%

28% 26%

33%
36%

46%

31% 32%
29%

20%

11%9% 9% 11%
8%

4%

All SMEs 0 emps 1-9 emps 10-49 emps 50-249 emps

Borrow to grow Ambitious risk taker Difficult to get finance Worried about amount of debt

• Other SMEs happier to borrow to grow included those that were fully international (45%), those planning to grow 

(41%) and those already using finance (42%)

• Both fully international SMEs (40%) and those using finance (37%) were however more likely to think it would be 

difficult for them to get finance, as were those in Health and the Other Community sectors (both 37%)

• Concerns about debt were somewhat higher for those in Hospitality and Import only SMEs (both 12%)



1 in 4 finance users was worried either about the amount of debt they had and/or the repayments they 
had to make, increasing to 4 in 10 of those that were not borrowing pre-pandemic

632022 Users of external finance

Amongst those using external finance:

• 16% were worried about the amount of debt 

that they had

• 18% were concerned about their ability to 

repay existing facilities

Concerns about debt amongst finance users - 2022

24% of those using finance were worried about 

either the amount of debt or repayment, with 

10% worried about both

38%

34%

28%

24%

26%

21%

18%

14%

11%

12%

Not borrowing pre-pandemic

All borrowing more than pre-pandemic

All trading under 5 yrs

All planning to grow

All trading internationally

Worried about debt

or repayment

Worried about both

debt and repayment



80% 84% 83% 83% 85% 82% 79% 83% 86% 89% 88%

3%
2% 2% 2% 1% 2% 4%

3% 2%
2% 3%17% 13% 15% 14% 13% 16% 17% 14% 12% 9% 9%

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22

The increase in past borrowing events in 2020, having been maintained into 2021, declined steadily in 
2022, as most SMEs continued to meet the definition of a Happy non-seeker. 

64Pastfin Base : All  SMEs Q4 2022 4252

Annual time series: Borrowing profile past

Looking back over the past 12 months, as in previous years most SMEs had been “Happy non-seekers” of 

finance. During 2020 and 2021, more SMEs reported a borrowing event, but that proportion then 

declined into 2022. 

Had any event Would be seekers Happy non-seekers



1.SME sentiment and context
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3.Use of external finance

4.Appetite for finance

2.Growth and innovation
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“Appetite for finance is lower than during the pandemic, with a 

continued emphasis on funding for cashflow. 62% of applications in 

the current period were successful, lower than during the pandemic 

(when rates were boosted by Government backed schemes) with 

smaller SMEs, first time borrowers and those applying for loans less 

likely to be successful. Future appetite for finance remained limited 

but with more of an emphasis on borrowing for business 

development”



4a The application process

67



Taking a step back in the process, there were also fewer SMEs reporting a need for funding, 
whether they applied or not
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Had a need for external funding (whether applied or not) – over time

Q25 all SMEs  2022 17,002

From a very low base in 2019, need for finance increased markedly during 2020 and again in 2021 to 12% 

of SMEs, however this has not been maintained in 2022. Almost all sizes and sectors saw an increased need 

for finance in 2020-2021, but need for funding is lower for 2022 notably for the largest SMEs (3%) and with 

a marked decrease for those in the Hospitality and Transport sectors (both now 6%)

3%
2%

6%
5%

3%

9%
8%

10% 10%
8%

12%
11%

14%
12%

6%6% 6% 6% 6%

3%

All 0 emps 1-9 emps 10-49 emps 50-249 emps

2019 2020 2021 2022



In 2022, there continued to be a focus on funding for cash flow but consideration and applications were 
lower and more SMEs with a need for finance chose to self fund
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Behaviour in the 12 months prior to interview

Base varies, those who took no action excluded after each stage  * from Q2 2020 this includes “Coping with impact of Covid 19” 

Q2-4 20: 
10%

81%*

24%

55%

38%

81%

67%

80%

65%

12%

Reported a funding 
need

To fund Cash flow

To fund Bus Devlpt

Spoke to bank/advisor

Spoke to main bank

Considered applying

To main bank

Applied

To main bank

Self funded element

2019:     
3%

49%

58%

43%

18%

63%

37%

57%

29%

29%

2018:     
4%

42%

58%

41%

21%

67%

48%

63%

40%

13%

2021:    
12%

81%*

24%

48%

27%

80%

64%

80%

61%

12%

2022:     
6%

69%*

37%

43%

23%

58%

47%

61%

47%

29%



4b Application success rates
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71% 85%

Q39/57 Base : All Type 1a/b applications with a response  1552/3698/2245/1310/843

Analysis by application period showed higher success rates for applications when Government backed 
schemes were available. Success rates for the most recent applications were notably lower
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Global success rate: all applications reported from Q3 2018 to Q4 2022, occurring in the periods shown

26%
12% 16%

29%
37%

4%

2%
2%

1%

1%

2%

1%

0%
4%

2%
3%

4%

5%

65%

83% 79%

66%
57%

Q3 18 to Q4 19 Q3 19 to Q4 20 Q3 20 to Q4 21 Q1 21 to Q2 22* Q3 21 to Q4 22*

Offered but declined

No facility

Offered what wanted and took it

Have facility after issues

Different product from provider

62%82% 70%



39%
43%

4%

0%
1%

1%

0%2%
3%

10%

59%
53%

85%

Overdraft Bank Loan Leasing /HP

56%

Q39/57 Base : All Type 1a/b applications with a response  1011  133/457/87  37/25 RE SMALL BASE

By product, applications in the latest 18 months for a loan were less likely to be successful
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Product success rate: all applications Q3 21 to Q4 22 with a response

95%62% total

37%

1%0%5%

57%

All applns Q3 21-Q4 22*

Offered but declined

No facility

Offered what wanted and took it

Have facility after issues

Different product from provider

61%



Since 2021, loans have made up a larger proportion of all applications than overdrafts (43% v 22% in 
2022), increasing the impact of lower loan success rates on the overall success rate

73

Overdrafts made up 28% of applications in 2018-19, 

dropping to 5% in 2020, then starting to increase 

again, to 22% in 2022 to date, so are making less of a 

contribution to the overall success rate than they were 

pre-pandemic

Application success rates for loans and overdrafts (low base for 2022 to date) and proportion of all applications

Base : All applications 2022   Overdraft: 293/193/184/120/64  Loan 303/311/2239/533/115

64%

57%

89%

77%

30%28%

38%

67%

47%
43%

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022*
Loan success rate

78%
73% 74%

54%

65%

28% 28%

5%

14%

22%

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022*
Overdraft success rate

Loans made up 28% of applications in 2018, increasing 

to 67% in 2020. Since then they have made up 47% 

and then 43% of all applications, so are still making up 

a higher proportion of all applications than pre-

pandemic, as success rates for this product declined



77% 71% 88% 77% 46%

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022*

On a limited base, the lower success rate in 2022 was seen predominantly amongst smaller SMEs
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Annual time series: Success rate (all applications) Indicative for 2022

Q15 all SMEs 2022  indicative 57/126/127/12

50-249 emps

10-49 emps

1-9 emps

0 emps

All SMEs

In 2020, the Government backed schemes resulted not only in a higher overall success rate but 

minimal differences in success rates by size of SME. The decline in success rates in 2021 (and 

indicatively for 2022) was due to fewer applications from smaller SMEs being successful. Success 

rates were also indicatively lower for those applying online and first time borrowers  

75%*

87%

71%

36%*

93%

87%

81%

72%



4c Future applications
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84% 83% 83% 85% 82% 79% 83% 86% 89% 88%
76% 78% 77% 78%

65%
71% 76% 76% 80% 78%

2% 2% 2% 1% 2% 4%
3% 2%

2% 3%
13% 10% 13% 11%

21%
19% 13% 14%

13% 15%
13% 15% 14% 13% 16% 17% 14% 12% 9% 9% 12% 12% 10% 11% 13% 10% 10% 9% 7% 8%

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22

The increases in both past and future borrowing events in 2020-2021 were not maintained in 2022 and 
both were once again below pre-pandemic levels

76Pastfin/Futfin Base : All  SMEs Q4 2022 4252

Annual time series: Borrowing profile past and future

In 2020 and 2021 more SMEs showed a future appetite for finance and in particular expected to be a “Future would-

be seeker” of finance, than has typically been the case, (21% and 19%) but in 2022 the proportion of FWBS was 

broadly back in line with pre-pandemic levels. 40% of those planning to apply for finance in 2022 wished that they 

had a more active relationship with their bank (31% for those that applied in the last 12 months)

Past events Future plans

Had any event Would be seekers Happy non-seekers



While past Would-be seekers mentioned the process and discouragement as the barriers to 
application, most of those looking forward mentioned the economic climate
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Q32/77  Q104/105

Base : All “would be seekers” 200/624

Main reason for not seeking borrowing – All “Would-be seekers” 2022 and Q4 22

Main reason for not applying:

Discouraged: had asked informally but felt 

put off, or assumed would be turned down

Process: think it’s too expensive, too much 

hassle, needs security

Principle: prefer not to lose control, or can 

get funds elsewhere: no longer includes 

“prefer not to borrow”

Climate: felt it was not the right time to 

borrow in the current economic climate

3% of SMEs were “Would 

be seekers” of finance

29%

41%

23%

7%

(23% indirect v 

6% direct)

14% of SMEs were “Future 

would be seekers” of finance

6%

8%

3%

79%

(6% indirect v 

none direct)

(68% economic 

climate, 10% 

performance)



42% 49%

81% 81%
69%

38% 43%

76%

52%
41%

58% 58%

24% 24%
37%

68% 64%

27%

53%
68%

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Applications made in 2020 and 2021 had much more of an emphasis on borrowing for cash flow. This 
started to ease in 2022, though not as quickly as for those thinking about a future application, where 7 in 
10 wanted funds for business development in 2022
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Annual time series: Reason for applying/planning to apply

Q26/ Base : All SMEs who had need for funding Q26 (946)  / All planning to apply/renew Q100 (1496)

Past applications Future applications

Bus. development 

need

Cash flow need



65% 62% 58% 59% 51% 51% 51% 52% 52% 50%

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Q1 22 Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22

All SMEs Apply to bank Other apply FWBS FHNS

Confidence in (possible) application success declined from 6 in 10 in 2019 to 5 in 10 in 2020 and has been 
stable since. Future happy non-seekers remained the most likely to be confident of (hypothetical) success, 
but by a narrow margin
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Annual time series: Confidence (very/fairly) bank would agree to facility next 3 months – by appetite for finance

Q103/106 Base : All SMEs by appetite for finance Q4 2022 4252

69%

50%

55%
55%

52%

41%

31%

46%

Those planning to apply to their bank saw a decline in confidence in 2020, despite the high application success 

rates and Government schemes, and confidence in 2022 has fluctuated. The largest group, the Future Happy 

non-seekers, remained the most likely to be confident of success, but at lower levels than pre-pandemic



• The post-pandemic recovery during 2021 has not progressed in 2022 as SMEs face increased costs and 

more economic challenges

• They remain relatively optimistic, but growth ambitions have been impacted 

• Use of finance has declined post-pandemic but repayment concerns have not worsened, although those 

with concerns do report wider implications for their business

• Success rates were always going to change after the Government backed schemes closed, but the 

decline is not affecting all applicants equally – as we have seen before it is the smaller, younger, first-

time borrowers that are more likely to have seen a decline in application success

Final thoughts
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Demographic summaries
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Looking forward, SMEs with 10-49 employees are more likely to be facing challenges, but, like their 
larger peers, they have more resources to deal with them, which the 0 employee SMEs lack

Q4 2022 All 0      

emps

1-9   

emps

10-49 

emps

50-249 

emps

Pandemic 8-10 barrier 12% 12% 12% 8% 6%

Economy 8-10 barrier 35% 35% 36% 29% 24%

Increased costs ‘significant’ impact 38% 35% 47% 51% 47%

-ve impact of EU trading arrangements 34% 31% 35% 42% 32%

Using more finance 13% 12% 18% 23% 17%

Recruiting staff 8-10 barrier (employers) 19% - 17% 28% 19%

Declined in size 33% 35% 27% 19% 13%

In a good mood about business 60% 59% 60% 74% 78%

Plan to grow 40% 38% 46% 54% 48%

Been innovative 37% 34% 45% 58% 71%

Made a profit (excl DK) 73% 71% 79% 85% 95%

£10k+ credit balances 31% 25% 53% 85% 94%

Confident about (any) future application 50% 47% 57% 67% 73%
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Hospitality remain more likely to be facing challenges, those in Manufacturing seem better placed to 
respond while Property/Business Services and Health were less likely to face challenges

Q4 2022 Ag Mfg Cons W/Ret Hos’tly Transp P/Bus S Health Other C

Pandemic 8-10 7% 8% 12% 13% 23% 24% 5% 11% 14%

Economy 8-10 31% 33% 33% 41% 48% 36% 33% 29% 39%

Increased costs ‘sig’ 62% 45% 37% 49% 60% 48% 24% 27% 39%

-ve impact EU arrgmts 34% 42% 31% 43% 33% 32% 32% 18% 32%

Using more finance 19% 18% 12% 14% 19% 17% 11% 13% 14%

Rect staff (emps) 19% 20% 24% 14% 23% 20% 16% 19% 18%

Declined in size 26% 33% 26% 36% 39% 38% 34% 26% 36%

Good mood 51% 60% 71% 49% 48% 54% 61% 64% 59%

Plan to grow 29% 51% 29% 41% 38% 42% 41% 42% 48%

Been innovative 38% 44% 25% 43% 41% 33% 41% 40% 43%

Profit 74% 70% 80% 72% 67% 62% 75% 79% 70%

£10k+ CB 41% 28% 25% 41% 36% 38% 35% 28% 16%

Application confidence 55% 58% 58% 53% 49% 48% 51% 36% 38%
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Import only SMEs are more likely to be facing challenges , but have ambition and have been innovative

Q4 2022 All Export 

only

Import 

only

Fully intl Domestic

Pandemic 8-10 barrier 12% 7% 17% 5% 13%

Economy 8-10 barrier 35% 48% 58% 34% 33%

Increased costs ‘significant’ impact 38% 40% 57% 31% 36%

-ve impact of EU trading arrangements 32% 58% 70% 77% 25%

Using more finance 13% 14% 17% 13% 13%

Recruiting staff 8-10 barrier (employers) 19% 14% 23% 17% 18%

Declined in size 33% 27% 45% 33% 32%

In a good mood about business 60% 52% 50% 63% 61%

Plan to grow 40% 38% 52% 64% 37%

Been innovative 37% 46% 60% 58% 34%

Made a profit (excl DK) 73% 73% 64% 54% 75%

£10k+ credit balances 31% 35% 26% 23% 32%

Application confidence 50% 55% 50% 43% 50%
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SMEs using finance were more likely to face challenges than PNBs. Those with plans to grow were in a 
better mood and more likely to have been innovative

Q4 2022 All Use 

Finance

PNB Plan to 

grow

No plan

Pandemic 8-10 barrier 12% 18% 7% 13% 12%

Economy 8-10 barrier 35% 46% 26% 36% 35%

Increased costs ‘significant’ impact 38% 49% 27% 36% 39%

-ve impact of EU trading arrangements 32% 38% 29% 36% 30%

Using more finance 13% 40% - 15% 13%

Recruiting staff 8-10 barrier (employers) 19% 25% 12% 20% 17%

Declined in size 33% 34% 30% 26% 36%

In a good mood about business 60% 55% 65% 66% 56%

Plan to grow 40% 47% 35% 100% -

Been innovative 37% 42% 32% 51% 28%

Made a profit (excl DK) 73% 72% 74% 73% 73%

£10k+ credit balances 31% 31% 33% 33% 30%

Application confidence 50% 53% 48% 50% 50%
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BVA BDRC is certified to ISO 20252:2019 and 27001:2013, the recognised international quality 
standards for market research and information security, thus the project has been carried out in 
accordance with these standards.

• Adherence to the standard is independently audited once per year

• This project has also been carried out in conformity to the MRS Code of Conduct, GDPR, the UK’s 
Data Protection Act, and all other relevant industry codes, legal and ethical requirements

• Where subcontractors are used by BVA BDRC, they are assessed to ensure any outsourced parts of 
the research are conducted in adherence with these same standards.

Full methodological details relevant to the project are available upon request.

Proposal or Job no./file name (inc. version & date)/designated security level
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